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Abstract

It is well-known fact that the average retention rate of active or participatory teaching/

learning methods is always greater than passive or traditional classroom-teaching/learning

methods. But, cornpared to traditional methods, active teaching/learning methods require

setup of huge laboratories and well trained demonstrators. However, for mass-learning

process, we stiil have to depend on classroom teaching, though; the average retention rate is

very less.

The proper blending of the traditional method of teaching with the active or

participatory teaching/learning method would perhaps be the practical approach to achieve

the goal of acquiring the deslred learning outcomes in terms of retention rate' Thus, judicious

mix of traditional as well as active teaching/learning methods may help the teachers increase

average retention factor of the students undergoing training' The proposed work in this

direction is discussed here. To test effectiveness of judiciaus mix of teaching/learning methods,

a novel technique developed at Unlversity of Maryland Physics Education Research Group is

used. This technique explores students' model states using the tool of eigenvalue equations'

Keywords: Judicious mix of teaching/learning methods, Students'model state'

1. lntroduction

Science Education in lndia has been subject of several studies and analyses over the

years. Various problems in the system have been pointed out and remedies have been

suggested but they have not made any dent in the problem'

Senior Scientist and Bharat Ratna recipient CNR Rao told the Times of lndia in an

interview (Aug 5, ?Ot4\, that "Science tought in schools ond colleges in lndio is'completely

cutdoted,, 'most boring' and is no longer the one procticed in odvonced loborotories" ' He

further said that "science we teach in schools ond colleges is no longer the science we actually

do in advance labaratories. ... The chemistry which is taught in high schools"'who wants to

iedrn thot chemistryT, He also said that "educatian and science wos not given due importonce

in the country''.

It is a fact that students do pass the examinations conducted by the universities with
. ying colors, but they do miserably when facing the examinations like State Eligibility Test (SET)

:r the similar competitive examinations. A simple statistical analysis of the entrance test (ET)

:c the admission to M. Sc. Physics; conducted by Savitribai Phule Pune University (ET Result

i014) across the country bear testimony to this.
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The situation depicted through the histogram, is quite alarming. This situation in small
towns in the districts is still worse.

An objective analysis of these representative facets of our educational scenario needs
us to grasp the following reality.

When we say that the state of the affairs in Science Education is not satisfactory, it is
required that we should define what is satisfactory. lf we keep moving our goal posts our
analysis would be certainly biased. The first question we need to ask ourselves is whether we
have defined specific learning outcomes (slos) for our graduate program, and for each course
and for each of the unit in the course? lf such SLOs are explicitly defined are they known to the
teachers, to the students and to the examining paper setters? lf the answer is affirmative, it is
expected that the students should have been evaluated keeping in mind the same SLOs. lf then
the students do well in the examinations so conducted and they do not do well in the SET or
other examinations then it may mean that the slos for the other examinations (like sET, ET
etc) are markedly different. This would mean that we are comparing apples with oranges cr
expecting a cricketer to do well in a golf tournament.

Assuming that no SLOs are clearly defined or communicated as expected in the above
paragraph, it is still a fact that examinations do take place regularly with a pattern which can
be deciphered if one goes through the string of published previous papers. Every examinee
hoping to pass the paper directly or indirectly through peers undertakes such an exercise and
prepares for the examinations accordingly. Such hidden curricula (including the SLOs) point to
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the expectations from the students. A comparison through such hidden curricula for the

degree programs and that of the ET or SET should point to a difference in the approaches.

There again we would be comparing oranges with apples and trying to compare the
incomparable.

Thus (even assuming the system to be comprising of honest paper setters, honest

teachers and honest students), as long as there are difference in the SLOs (expressed explicitly

in published documents or implicitly though the practice of questions asked), there would be a

difference in performances in the degree examinations and those at likes of ET or SET. As long

as we do not pose the questions of the caliber of the SET or ET at our degree level

examinations let us not expect that the examinees would do well in the examinations whose

standard is inherently of a remarkably high quantum.

The reader would say that it would be indeed impractical if not impossible to achieve

this overnight. There will be a massacre in the examinations and practically all the examinee

would failto attain the minimum grades.

We agree to this obvious response. There is a need to systematically and gradually

update and upgrade all the components in the education: the program design, the curricula,

the teachers, the questiorls in the continuous assessment (CA) as well those in the end

examinations (EE).

We should not be shy of asking fundamental questions while designing the program.

Not all the students would undertake a research position after completing the program. But

there must be enough challenges for such gifted, motivated high achievers. The program

should be devised and designed in such a way that the low, medium and high achievers should
all participate in it with interest.

Learning a physics concept is a fairly complicated activity. lt includes aspects of
receiving instructions (being told, being informed) performing cognitive activities (like

calculations, remembering fact, numbers, formulae) performing psychomotor activities (like

performing a laboratory experiment) visualizing, assimilating with the personal experience or
ideas from other contexts of physics or mathematics curricula, theorizing and many more.
lndividual students, according to their levels of competence and commitments participate in
these activities in very different manners.

The outburst expressed by Dr. CNR Rao is, thus, not surprising and what he has not said
explicitly is all known to experts. lt has to do with the teaching methods used in the classroom.
The high school students, college students learn (?) the subject in a passive manner. The
bcture method used in classroom fails to motivate the students in achieving the learning goals
because of lack in the interest on the part of teacher. This method, at the hands of an inept
teacher, is often quite boring and prevents the students from learning the subject especially
ufien the teacher imparting the knowledge is not well versed in the subject. (However, there is

not anything inherently boring in the "chalk and talk" method. Effective communicators like Sal

Ihan (Khan, 2OL4l or Feynman Lectures (Feynman, L9641 of Physics have immortalized the
plrysics teaching using the classic class-room lectures) However, Prof. CNR Rao has given a clue
lE solve the problem. "science is not obout huge laboratories ond making nucleor reactors.
Tllotwas olltechnology. Science in reol sense is in smoll labs".

ln fact, science is about asking questions and trying to find the answers. ln the ancient
to medieval periods in Europe, the most acclaimed philosophers-scientists like Galileo, Kepler
rrd Plato wrote books in the format of dialogues. Whenever a proposition is placed before a
rcader, his mind assimilates that concepts and either accepts it as acceptable or doubts it. Such
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doubts are posed to the proposer of the concept in the dialogue' such a style of

communication has since lost its space as the education moved from classes to masses' There

was no time for dialogues. we feel however that through modern means of communications

using internet and ,o.irt media, it is still possible to invoke this great form of teaching'

2. Science Learning through Modern Tools

lthasbeenknownandestablishedwithcertaintythatsciencecanbelearnedmuch
better if the theory is coupred with hands-on-activity. science can be entertaining also if the

learners learn the subject through euestion-Answer sessions by experimentation' by

interactivedialogueswiththeteachers.However,thisisrarelydoneinpracticeandmostof
the places where science is taught by lecture only' As a result' the students are denied an

opportunity to learn the subject with joy'

Nowadays, the computer especially internet has taken over.and the-things that were

neverthoughtpossiblearepossible.Thesubjectcanbelearnedinaninteractivemanner,
through simulation, audio-video display. The lecture of the experts in the subject can be

viewed in the comfort of rrome. on-rine iorrr., free of cost are arso avairabre. The e-rearning is

avairabre at the frick of a button. rn fact the computers are revcrutionizing the whole learning

process and the benefits of this revolution are available to anyone who wants to learn'

There is no need to set-up big laboratory with expensive apparatus. The solar

computers/tablets using modeling and simulations are bringing education to remotest corners

of the world.

The active learning process involves the hands-on-activity, dialogs with teachers'
^^ Tho

,n,.rr.,ii,'J ;il;*: ;;;.^d i..*,* exploratorv learning' and particio"""^:t.1':ii1li,l

I#i;ilffiil;# ffiLi, loiir, ini1.ri, that the learning process whenever the learners
r^--- .^.,-t^ ka*iar then tha fifst

:"j['J:I.ilil'fl;:i fouowed by passive rearning methods rearn much better than the first
...L^+ +]r^ laarnino nvramid

i;.ff [:.jffiy,;:iffiil;r.lo!-".-..tivity. rhis is contrarv to what the rearning pvramid
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Hffiil'1'.1;#"}.n[ ffi;;;;,r-i..l.i^s *iinoo' wourd dramaticauv incrcase the

retention rates in thc PYrarnid'

To study and understand the topics in Emerging Trends in Physical sciences' thc college'

universities must have trained manpower- teachers, research worl<ers etc' To develop such

manpower is a challenging task' Old methods of learning teaching are not shown to be useful'

Passive teachings without hands-on-activities are shown to be grossly inadequate in handling

the problem. one fortunately has the modern tools that are devcloped in last two decades' viz

modeling, simulation, active learning, hands-on-activities' auciio visual techniques' animations

and virtual laboratories, etc. Lot of work has been done in USA and otiter places' Zollman

l2oo2l, Redish (2002); Weiman carl (cwSEl Copyright @ 2A07-2011), have studied the

problems and shown the methods of tackling the problem' ln nutshell these workers have

discovered that rearning can be made cffectivc and interesting if it is coupled with modeling &

simurations and engaging the students in diarog form, in understating their requirement of the

topics to be studi"iuna iofuing their own probiems as they rearn the subject. The students are

shown to be repelled by the passive teaching methods' These workers have found that if the

subject is exprained through modering and simuration techniques the students will learn the

subject in an interesting, stimulating manner'
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3. Modeling and Simulation

Modeling & Simulation (M&S) is getting information about how something will behave

without out actually testing in real life. This may be a modern version of "Gedanken"

experiments so effectively used by Einstein (1907) in explaining relativity and Neils Bohr in

Quantum Mechanics (McKagan, Perkins and Wieman, 2008).

The emerging discipline of M&S is based on developments in diverse computer science

areas as well as influenced by developments in System Theories, Systems Engineering,

Software Engineering, Artificial lntelligence, and more. This foundation is as diverse as that of
engineering management and brings elements of art, engineering, and science together in a

cornplex and unique way that requires domain experts to enable appropriate decisions when it
come application or development of M&S technology. Modeling and Simulation is a discipline

for developing a level of understanding of the interaction of the parts of a system, and of the

system as a whole. The level of understanding which may be developed via this discipline is

seSom achievable via any other discipline.

The M&S can be effectively used for studying, learning of Quantum Mechanics (QfU),

rfich is the base of all emerging branches of modern physical sciences and the life sciences

*o.. The students whether they are graduate level or postgraduate level students must get

foger understanding of the subject. ln fact, QM is regarded as the language of modern

srErces.

Even in QM, the basis dynamical law is "schrodinger Equation". The beginning students

d CIM are quite perplexed by the new concepts, mathematical techniques, language of the

Sect (e.g. Eigenvalues and Eigenfunctions, Wave functions etc.) and the passive teaching

lrihds are regarded to be quite inadequate to overcome students'difficulties.

$
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lf the subject like QM can be taught using modeling and simulation techniques, with

particular emphasis on Schrodinger equation, students may be learn QM without getting

bogged down in complications of matrix algebra, differential equations, state functions etc'

The M&S can be used to visualize the abstract concepts of QM, such as tunneling effect,

potential wells, potential barriers, radio activity, etc'

The present author {1) has studied this method of imparting instructions to the

students in his Ph. D. thesis (Joshi, 2o];3l, "computer Assisted lnstructional Material for

Quantum Mechanics (CAIM-aM)". The present paper lists the M&S methods used in teaching

T.Y. B.Sc. and Postgraduate Physics students. Number of workshops was held in QM for the

students. We concentrate in this paper on the Schrodinger equation which is essential tc

understand 'Tunneling Effect' (the schrodinger equation which is symbclically rvritten as

Hv = fy , where H is the Hamiltonian (or Energy) operator, E is the eigenvalue and !v is

called the eigenfunction or state of the system'

The workshops must also indicate the effectiveness of the instruction methods' The

techniques developed by Bao, L. (1999) at the university of Maryland in usA have been used to

this end. The method of Bao L. uses the methodology of QM, viz' density matrix, eigenvalues'

eigenfunctions and mocjel plane plots. This method will be explaincd later'

3.1 The Beginning Pre-Test

At the beginning of the workshop, a pre-test was conducted using multiple choice single

response (MCSR) questions with an objective to gauge the understanding level of the students'

MCSR contains five options in which one option is correct (expert model)' The remaining

distractors include combination of one or more misconceptions and a null model state' The

misconception model is triggered when a given option chosen by a student does not match

with the scientifically correct concept. lf a student selects an irrelevant idea for a given context

or even does not select any choice, then it is null model state.

An example of MCSR question (McKagan, Perkins and wieman, 2008) asked during the

test is given in Figure-2. ln this Figure, the electrons are free to move around within the wire'

the potential energy of an electron is constant everywhere inside the wire (which we arbitrarily

set to zero). The electrons are bound to the wire and require energy to escape because of thc

work function of the metal; their potential energy outside the wire will be a larger constant, so

that the potential energy of the system is well approximated by a step potential' According to

classical physics, answer would be C' lt is misconception
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A. An electron is troveling through o very long wire, opprooching the end of the wire os shown
in figure

E>Vo

Figure-2.
lf the totol energy E of the electron is greater thon the work function
of the metol, Vs, when the electron reaches the end of the wire, it
will...
A. stop.
B. be reflected back.
C. exits the wire and keeps moving to the right.
D. either be reflected or transmitted with some probability.
E. exits the wire and re-enters

Similar type of MCSRs are asked with different conditions like E > Vo , E = Vo and E<Vo.

Another example of MCSR question in context of potential well and potential barrier
condition EcVe) is shown in Figure 3.

(a) Potential lYell

ffiiiHfl=

E<\:$

FIGURE 3(A) A square well with width L and height v6 r€pr€sents a wire

with length I and work function Vs.

(for
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{b) Putcntial Barrier

VITi

E <l',*

Figure 38 A square barrier with width

wires with work function yo separated

I and height Ve rePresents two long

an air gaP with length L

Each McsR question is given with energy diagram' The student has to sketch the wave

function. He is expected t; select the option of his choice and state tlre reason for it'

3.2 The WorkshoP and Post-test

Aftertest,aninformationbookletandassignmentsonrelatedtopicsweredistributed
to ail students. The post graduate students in the lndian environment (namery Pune university)

are required to undergo both theory and practical course as a part of curriculum' The students

were divided in two groups as per their practicars batches in regurar course. one batch was

treated as an Experimental group (EG) and another one was t"ittd as a Control group (CG)'

Experimental group was trained using CAIM-QM' by performing PiET simulation experiment

(university of colorado (2009), (Figure 4)' white performing tlre experiments the students took

readings and plotted various graphs ,, pu|. the CAIM.QM instructions. Responses of both

groups (Control group and Experit.ni.f 
'groupl 

were collected using open-ended questions

and personal interviews. Difficulti., iti'Jo by'the students were taken into account and

answered.

Figure_4. ScreenshOt of phEr,Qua ntum Tu nne lin g' experiment.
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For further analysis, assignments given to all students at the beginning of the workshop were

collected immediately after the end of the workshop. All these feedbacks are utilized for

improvement of CAIM-QM. Post-test was conducted by adding some extra MCSRs in the pre-

test questionnaire. ln pre-test energy diagram for each question was given (for example Figure

2, 3a and 3b) and the students were asked to sketch the wave function. ln post-test energy

diagram was not provided, but the students were asked to sketch both the energy diagram and

wave function. They were expected to select the option of their choice and give the reasons for

their choices in both tests (pre-test and post-test).

As discussed above modern analysis technique like Model Plane Plot gives valuable

inference regarding class model state. Therefore Model plane plot on Tunneling Effect with

different conditions is discussed.

4. Probing lnstruments and Analysis Tools: Lei Bao Method

As in quantum mechanics, the 'state' of a system is described by an abstract vector. A

vector (e, m, n) represents a state of a student. S/he may apply a model or method (a) which

we would 'expect' an expert to employ when faced with a similar situation (E state), or (b)

which is not appropriate to the given situation posed in the given problem we say that s/he has

evoked a "misconception state" (M state), or (c) s/he has evoked an irregular ideas then it is a

"null model state" (N state) for the particular problem.

ln such a case we may consider a /c"student response who has been asked'q'number

of MCSR questions with 'r' choices for each of them. Suppose that s/he answers e number of

questions correctly (Expert state); answers m number of questions not properly internalized

(exhibiting Misconceptions) and answers n number of questions in wrong manner (exhibiting

Nult state). Then we can say that the probability of her/his in E state is e/q, while the

probability of finding her/him in M state is m/q and that for the N state is n/q, with the

condition q=e+m+n.

tn quantum mechanics we speak about the probability amplitude vector such that the

norm (or square) of such vector is proportional to the probability of finding the system in that

state.

For a single student labeled k who has been asked q questions of multiple choices, the

student state vector can be constructed as

The &''student model vector is represented withlelo), where k = 1, 2,3... N and the student

'density matrix' for kth student are defined as:

D* =l"o)("rl J* J;l

(1)

4.L Class

Density

"lffil +[f]

W
I J;1=ul*l#

J*1
J,r, I

n]

Jr*
m

J"*

e

J*,
J*
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Matrix

We can construct class density matrix Q by taking average of student density matrix for

the whote class comprising of oil'students as

N

e = gldt) Zor Q)
k=l

The Student Model Density Matrix Dr retains the structural information on individual

student responses with respect to different physical models. Similarly, the class model density

matrix D stores important structural information about the class of students.

4.2 Analysis of the Data

To analyze the data, one must calculate student density matrix from responses of a

particular student ancl solve it to get its eigenvalues, and its eigenfunctions. With the help of

above information one may draw a model plane plot. Model plane plot is the graphical

representation of student model states. Student model states will decide the product of

dominant component of eigenvalue o',]and square of the corresponding eigenvector vf, of the

class model state. This is shown in figure-S with the coordinates lolvlo, o'ortro) on model

plane plot.
Tunneling Effect

Point ( fltr, 4,4,,1
Pre-test

Post-test

CG EG

Expert model 0.18 0.32 0.49

Misconception 0.34 0.32 0.16

ili
e.

t
rd

Expert lvlodel

Region

:'

Upper-Mixed
' ... Region

Lorver-lMixed
Region

N'lisconception
I llegion

I
Misconception Ulodel

Fieure-5.

Observations5.
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r From figure-S; it is observed that class model state of pre-test is in Lower-Mixed (LM)
region. lt indicates that before training students are confused regarding the concept of
'Tunneling Effect'.

r Post-test of Control Group (cG) is shifted on boundary of Lower Mixed-Upper Mixed
(LM-uM) shows improvement in cG but they are not shifted in expert model region.
Therefore traditional teaching-learning method is requires some modifications for
improvements of CG.

' using modern technique of M&S; Experimental Group (EG) is shifted in Upper Mixed-
Expert Model (UM-EM) region showing satisfactory change. Repetitive training is needed
to shift EG in the Expert Model (EM) region.

An application of Schrodinger equation to tunneling effect is very interesting. lt allows
':u to study the QM and its beauty without getting bogged in complex mathematics. The.. cdern tools- computers make this study almost effortless. The main beneficiaries are the
':-oent of QM of Physics who must acquire mastery of the subject and also the students of::-er disciplines such as rife sciences- who must get working knowredge of elt in
- -:erstanding of their subjects. The tools which are used nowadays- animation, audio video: :s, and virtual laboratories stimulate the interest of even non-science majors in the range of::: :s which can be studies and that too with great deal of excitement. Gone are the past days-::e iearning was only through passive methods.

j Conclusions

The methods used here are onlyforthe illustrative purposes. The information contained- "::el PlanePlotsisveryrichincontext. ltgoesalongwaytoindicatewhethertheteaching-:: :een effective or whether improvements in teaching methods are called for. lt also-: :::es whether the students benefitted from the instruction imparted. The method is-::::- independent and can be used in other branches of studies - such as psychology,
:'--'-*ics, language teaching, or any of newly emerging branches of studies- mental and- :-, sciences and even management sciences included.
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